Title word cross-reference

ifdefs [BGM+18].

8_{1/2} [Mic96]. + [NL95]. C [MVT+16]. k [AG17]. \( \mu \) [CCRS18]. \( O(n) \) [BS92].

-DSU [CCRS18]. -inductive [AG17].


1 [Sal75]. 14 [HM18]. 16th [DL17].


2013/14 [HM18], 2013/2014 [HB16], 2015 [GAS17], 25 [Ano99], 26 [Ano00], 27th [MB13]. 28th [MB14]. 29th [Bry15].

30th [Bry16]. 370 [FF75]. 3rd [HB16].

4 [Led99d]. 4th [HB16].

6.0) [Led99c]. 67 [Sch78]. 6th [CPPV15].

7th [CPPV15].

8 [Led99a]. 80 [GL95].

'92 [CB93b]. 95 [GSX99].

ABC [AC18], abductive [CLMT01].
Abstract [Bai87, DL17, GZ87, HC12, BZ88, CZ11, CCF15, FW87, Jal92, Liu93, Log99,
ascent-descent [Hor93]. Ash [Led99c].
asm.js [VSN+17]. Aspect [PCB+18].
Aspects [HH06, Was79, Alj16, DGU91].
Assembling [Tay96], assertions [Jay92].
assessment [IS18]. Assignment
[Sam79, Dha88, Dha90, SIK09]. assistance
[AdLNW18]. assistants [AA09].
Associated [Fle84]. Associate [CRPP00].
Athena [ONB+18]. atomic [DLP15, YF98].
Atomistic [NN17]. attaching
[AA09]. attribute
[CY02, DPP10, Geh77, MS89, Yan00].
attribute-grammar [CY02]. Attributed
[CBTR18]. Attributes [Tai79, SH15].
augmenting [Li96]. Author
[Ano05a, Ano05g, Ano06c]. automata
[KG17, KB75, PTJM16]. automata-based
[KG17]. Automated [AdLNW18, CBTR17,
DKK18, GAGdL17, Guo16, KKG92].
Automatic [AG17, CYS+15, HL08, IS18,
LBGA18, MT82, Man01, BM95, CM11,
DPP10, PNF+18, SSB94, Wet77].
Automatically [BC89, Ear75]. automating
[VCY92]. Automatized [SP18]. automaton
[Mr01]. automaton-based [Mr01].
autonomous [Dmt10]. AVX [HMHS18].
aware [Bdl+12, Bgm+18, SsS17].
Axiomatic [BeH86, Hoa75].

DAGs [KR95, K98]. Data [Bai87, BF78, BC84, CS03, Fle78, GZ87, Geh79, Han78, KK18, KJ12, MO83, PBG84, YD78, BT91, BEL77, Ber77, BMZ92, BC13, CNGW09, DOZ06, DQ09, Ear75, FC18, FW87, FF89, Geh77, HC93, HC96, Ja92, JG98, J011, KDM03, McL77, Mic96, MP17, MP00, Ni90, OAB+18, OM91, PRD02, SJW94, SP18, ZLZ+18, dvGSZ98]. Data-Bases [BC84]. Data-bound [KJ12]. Data-Flow [MO83, MP00], data-parallel [Mic96], data-parallelism [HC96].

Data-race [CS03]. Database [Orm83, Pac85, DCA+15, DCA+16, HC12]. databases [BL92, HHLv89]. Dataflow [Wei85, Ozt11]. Datatype [Wei85].

Debugger [CDGN15], debuggers [CDGN15]. Debugging [Joh81, COHW95, FC18], decentralized [HB16], declarations [SC94]. Declarative [SH15, ZTLM13, CL97, CFG00, Mic96, NL95, SNA18].

decorator [Al16]. Deducing [Sch75a], Deep [Sam79, Kha11, SA16, ZH18], DeepDSL [ZH18], define [BG84], defined [DNR90].
defining [yCH92, RDB15]. definite [GG09].
Definition [BF78, BSW15, yCH92, CG84, Ken78, CDF18, CRPP00, KB75, McL77, RTMRK18, Thi82].
definitional [Fal97]. delayed [VS95]. delayed-load [VS95].
Delving [MT05]. democrationisation [dlVGSZS18].
denotational [Ier93, Mal93]. denotations [HS03]. dense [DLP07].
dependence [BC13, SSM10]. dependencies [PS10]. dependency [ZP18].
Dependent [JO11]. deployment [MLW05].
Derivation [PS86, SvE16, RR99]. Deriving [MB85, HRW18].
DesCaRTeS [MRO03]. descent [Hor93, MPS90]. Description
[KP78, PB84, Rid79a, Bay76, Hor17, SMdSB09]. Design
[AAH95, ABG+05, ESG16, FFMB11, KN85, Mic96, RS83, Sch78, TC81, VLC98, ZA87, Zak88, ZH18, Alj16, Bas75, CS16, CDW09, Csl96, COH95, DCA+15, DCA+16, FBH12, FM04, FWY96, Ks90, LDN18, LP97, LS94, MST14, MSRG10, MKP06, Run89, Sco91, SSS17, Tuc75]. Designing
[IG93, Ear75]. destructive [HV94].
detailed [Pai16, FO04]. determinism [OM92].
deterministic [Lee05, PTJM16, PRD02, RP98].
determination [PTJM16]. developers [RT18]. Developing [BB91]. Development
[CDGM80, GG82, HR91, Bai90, BAG18, BDPW08, BIMP17, CBTR17, yCH92, Ckm+18, ESG16, Mal10, MAGD+16, MZ05, PFH16, RK18, Rot92, SK14, SSS17, VC15, WHKK17, WD04, dVGSZS18].
Developments [Cro79, Fle78]. Devices
[Sym85]. DFL [PBG84]. diagram [ABS17]. diagrams [Dkk18, Her76]. dialects
[CHHP91]. dialogue [Nym95]. different [Coo98, Sli17]. digitaled [HL76]. Dijkstra
[Bai86]. DILOG [HL76]. DILOG-digitaled [HL76]. dimensional
[FT15, FT16]. Direct [MB75]. Directed
[LBR81, DS93, Har97, Kha10, Nil90, OWG93, VS93]. Discrete
[BB91, Bli94, Hoo87]. dispatch [KA07].
Dispe [Joh81]. Display [MOT84, NK90].
distance [Dal94]. Distributed
[BT91, BGM82, CLSM96, Coo81, Led99e, PB84, Tal93a, YF83, Kir02, CNGW09, DRT97, LS94, MY17, NjLS12, PLS10, Pj91, Sco91, SRRB10, Thy96, Wh17, ZTLMJ13]. do [RT18]. documentation [LBGA18].
documents [CNGW09]. Domain
[MMc16, SNA18, CJD17, CDG15, Csl96, Ccf15, FFMB11, GAGDL17, LDN18, PSW+13, RTMRK18, SdBCV18, SA16, dVGSZS18, MMC15]. Domain-specific
[MMc16, SNA18, CDG15, Csl96, FFMB11, GAGDL17, PSW+13, RTMRK18, SdBCV18, SA16, dVGSZS18, MMC15]. Domains [DMV16, MCL77]. dominance
[AC18]. Dragonfly [AM18]. Driven
[ACG18, BFG78, DdLP17, AC18, ABL17, BAG18, BIMP17, DMT10, KGS17, LDN18, jLtxH09, Rd15, SK14, SRT17, WHK17, YG93, ZCM+17]. DRL [DRT97]. DSL
[BAG18, PFH16, PLDD15, SdBCV18, ZH18].
DSLs [CV16, LBGA18, MAGD+16, NPS17].
DSML4CP [MMC15, MMC16]. DSU
[CCRS18]. Dynamic [BB91, BRT99, CCRS18, GGO9, BKSW09, BS4, BS18, FF90, GBZ09, HDN09, LC02, LDG09, Pen05, PRD02, PLS10, RH18, RN09, RT18]. dynamically [Ber11, Pun01].
Early [MOT84, CS16]. easytime
[FFMB11]. edge [Dha90]. editing [HH82].
Edition [Led99a]. Editor [Ano01a, DP09].
Editorial [Ano01a, DW04, LP16, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano09a, Ano10a, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c].
Edwards [Led99a]. EE [MCC17]. Effect
[GFK81, IR95]. Effective
[DMVY17, Flo78, HMHS18, Csl96]. effectiveness [DTXP13]. efficiency
[PGT+96]. Efficient [BDB90, JRSB85].

FLEX [LN91]. Flexary [Kor15, Kor16]. Flexibility [SRRB10, URI02].
Flexible [DdLP17, LN91, DCRB+17, PT09, VMD18, ZCM+17]. floating [WF99].
floorplanning [Bou08].
floorplanning-placement [Bou08]. Flow [MO83, FBG84, RS82, Cha80, CHH02, IF18, KDM03, LDG09, MP00, NN17].
Formal [AM98, MY17, Pag78, Cha81, ZA87, ALS+18, Bou08, DLP15, KB75, MT05, OK18, Wil80, Nag80].
formalization [BDNW08]. formalizing [vOKF01]. Formatter [ZA87, AA89]. forms [FKR75, SIK09]. formulation [PNF+18].
Frame [PNF+18]. framework [AC05, AA09, BB91, BM95, CS16, CY02, CDG15, HT13, JM96, KML15, NN09, Rot92, SSB94, VC15, VMD18, ZLZ+18, ZT17, dVGSZ18].
framework-based [AC05]. Free [Cel81, BC93, BS92, IR95, Seb89, SK18].
freedom [CS03]. Front [An02c, An03a, An03b, An03c, An04b, An05b, An05c, An05d]. Fully [PC15].
fun [Mor16]. Functional [AD07, Bai87, BJ90, Fle86, FW78, HM18, LP16, MO83, Bai90, FC18, HV94, Lia92, Mal10, Mal93, Th93, dLZ12].
functionalities [PLDD15]. functionality [MRO03]. Functions [Mic86, IR95, SS09, UM17, CCF15].
Fundamental [Sym85]. future [EvdSV+15]. Fuzzy [AC18, Dja88]. Fuzzy-Pareto [AC18].
Generated [Pet78]. Generating [KR95, BC89, N005]. Generation [BKL18, FL87, Wad80, BDB90, BM95, CA08, CNGW09, DP10, FL92, Gan89a, GAGdL17, Guo16, Hat91, Hor90, SLS18].
Generative [GAS17, Mor16, SSS17]. generators [Bud82, Gan89b]. Generic [Bai87, CGG+09, Geh80, Bai90, Bou08, FC18, ZT17]. generics [EHMO91, THK99].
genetic [FNKR16]. genuinely [BJ93]. genuinely-lazy [BS89]. geometry [RH18].
Global [BT86, Z099]. goal [Har97, Nil90, OWG93]. goal-directed [Har97, Nil90, OWG93]. goals [Lee05].
GPCE [GAS17]. GPGPU [KPN17]. GPU [PM18]. Grammar [BSW15, BEH84, RP98, Sar94, CY02, RDB15, SK18].
Grammar-based [BSW15]. Grammars [BF78, Cel81, CF79, Mic86, Pag79, BC89, Dem75, HSS88, JGM98, NS93, Seb89, Yan00, BC93].
grammatical [Nym95]. Grammars [BF78, BR97, JS99, SS91]. graphical [RK18].
graphics [Zak88]. Graphs [LBR81, MO83, RS82, BC13, VS93]. GRAS [BM95]. Green [dOG06, DOG09].
Gregorian [WPR06]. Grid [Geh79, LCC07, jLcX10H90]. grids [GH07].
Guarded [Bai86]. Guest [An01a, DP00].
HALO [GHC+09]. handle [BL99, PRD02].
Handling [Bai86, GG82, BKVV80, CM11, CO98, CB93a, CD82, Da94, DP98, DG94, HO90, JM96, JPB+08, LW75, LS90, Rom97].
hardware [DP10]. Harmony [AC17].
Hebrew [NB84, NB84]. height [PTJM16].
height-deterministic [PTJM16].
hemodialysis [BMN+18]. Heterogeneous [PC85, AdLW18]. Heuristic [VS93].
heuristics [MP17]. Hierarchical [LB81, BC88, Bai90, Bou08, PSW+13]. hierarchy [GSP17]. High [CIF84, Ear75,
IBM [FF75]. ICCL [CB93b]. Icon [Gri83, OWG93, Wal89]. IDE [NPS17].
identify [Ban17]. IFC [Ano04a]. II [Abd75b, Ber77, Sch75a]. image [WDCL08].
imageSegment [PBDF12]. imperfect [ZP18]. Implementable [BEH86].
Implementation [CMMS85, GZ87, Geh80, HMHS18, MT82, PB84, RS83, TC81, ZL81, AA89, ABG+95, BAK89, Bud82, CL97, CDF18, FBDH12, FWY96, FFBMI11, FW87, GWDD06, HGC+09, KJTA17, Lia92, MC96, Mic96, OWG93, RM93, VLC98, ZH18]. Implementations [Sal83, CKS83].
inclusion [Sch75a]. Incremental [Hor90, MZ05, MS89, MPS90, L196, SB04, VS94]. incrementally [NJLS12]. Independent [BT86, FM04, IF16, PGT+96, VF82]. Index [Ano00, Ano01b, Ano05a, Ano05e, Ano05g, Ano09, Ano06c]. Induced [TBKG04]. induction [PC78]. induction-inference [PC78]. inductive [AG17]. Inference [CF79, UM17, PC78, Pun01, SE16, ZCM+17]. inferencing [KDM03]. Information [CHH02, ÁdLNW18, Ano09a, Ano10a, DCA+15, DCA+16, Hor17, IF18, KKG15, LDG09, PR10, ZTLM13].
[CL89, COHW95]. Iteration [MP00].

iterators [Ear75].

J [Fel87, KMLS15]. J-operator [Fel87].

JADE [BIMP17]. JADEL [BIMP17].

Jager [Led99d]. Java
[ACZ05, BCR11, CV14, CY02, CSD16, HW13, IS18, IF16, JPB17, KMLS15, MCC17, PT09, REX12, TKH99, VDBPM16].

JavaBean [MZC10]. JavaLog [ACZ05].


join [MZC10]. JR [CGG09]. Jumps [Abd75b].

Just [dACSAP14, VMD18]. Just-in-time [dACSAP14, VMD18].

Kasami [Man78]. kernels [KKG15].

Keyword [Ano05e, Ano05g, Ano06c]. know [Sch76]. knowledge [CBTR18, SNA18].

LAILA [CLMT01]. Lambda
[GS86, WF78, Abd75a, Abd75b, FL92].

Lambda-Calculus
[GS86, Abd75a, Abd75b].

Lambda-Expressions [WF78]. Landin [Fel87]. Language
[Ano07b, BS78, Bai87, BT86, Bar82, BEL77, BGMT82, BC84, CV16, CCRS18, CPPV15, DGU91, FM04, GS86, GO88, Hoo87, Hoo89, Hal87, Joh81, KNS85, KP87, MT82, MMC15, MMC16, MO83, MM82, Nag79, Nag80, Orm83, PBG84, PC85, RBY05, Rin91, SBF80, ZL81, AL85, AAH95, ALR15, Bas75, BL92, Bay76, BIMP17, BKS09, BAK89, Bou08, BG84, CIP+00, CGG09, yCH92, CLMT01, CFG00, CC95, CL98, CKM18, CSD16, CHH91, DRT97, Dja88, EL87, EbdSV15, FD08, FBBHD12, FMM11, GR91, GAGDL17, DOG06, DOG99, GWDD06, HDN09, HV94, HHS90, HZ96, HRW18, Hor17, Hug85, JD94, KKG92, KA17, KNW94, LMR93, LDN18, LP97, LB89, LIT93, LS84, Luq93, MSR90, Mal10, Mal93, MR01, MZ05, MB75, Mic96, ND77, NL95, OWG93, OK00]. language
[PGM84, Pia91, PE88, PSW+13, RN09, RTMRK18, RGP98, Run89, RH94, Sa192, Sco91, SS92, SmdSB90, Ste75, Tuc75, Tvc12, VC15, VLC98, WMP+08, Wan92, WDC10, Zdu06, Zim86, dLZ12, B AI86, yCH92, RS94].

Language-And [BT86]. language-based
[Bou08]. Language-independent [FM04]. language-integrated [KA17]. Languages
[CIF84, CG84, Cro79, HR91, HR92, MB13, MB14, Was79, vOKF01, Abd75a, Abd75b, Bai90, BC88, BL93, BL95, Ber11, BEL77, Ber77, Bry15, Bry16, BW90, CL97, CJD17, CO98, CIA92, CHH92, CG93, CF02, CDF18, COHW95, CPU700, Fri92, HC12, HHLv89, HG93, HRW18, ier93, IR95, KNP17, LCF10, Lg00, Lia92, MP00, Nk90, OM91, PC78, PCB+18, RDB15, Rote2, Rute87, Sch75b, Sch75a, SNA18, SvdBV18, SA16, YG93, dVGFS18]. languages-value
[Sch75b]. LARA [PCB18]. large
[HRW18, LR8+11, MP92, S JW94]. Lass
[Bar82]. layered [MR04, OM91]. layers
[Vai04]. Lazy
[Han97, BJS93, FC18, HV94, Jay92, Tre00]. learning [ZH18]. Lenient [Tre00, TM00]. Level
[BEH86, CIF84, Geh79, MO83, Pag79, BEL77, Ber77, Buf17, CC93, CC15, CC16, Ear75, L07, MSR90, MCL77, MB75, Sch75b, Sch75a, Tuc75]. Leveraging
[FAHC17, MAGD+16]. lexical
[Yan96, YTC02]. lexically [FF90]. libraries
[FF75]. library [CDW09, KNP17, ZZ17]. library-based [KNP17]. life [Hoo89].

Lightweight
[MVT+16, PCG16, CC15, CC16]. like
[CH02, MRO03, Was79, NK90]. LINDA
[SS93, RP09]. line
[KR17, PMK+18, SSS17]. linear [Dha90]. linearly [PS10]. Lines
[MAGD+16, FAHC17]. Linguistic
[PDR12, VMD09]. Lisp [FW96]. List
[Ano09b, Ano10b, Ano11a, A93, FKR75, War78]. listless [Jay92]. Lists
Yan96, ZLZ+18, ZCM+17, FAHC17. Model-based [MCC17, FAHC17].
model-checking [DQ09]. Model-Driven [ACG18, Rod15, BIMP17, KGS17, SRT17, ZCM+17].
Modeling [MZGT85, MMC15, MMC16, Spr79, CBTR18, DCB+17, DCA+15, DCA+16, FAHC17, PLDD15, RK18, ZP18].
modelling [AdLNW18, GVvdP+01, Rid79b]. Models [BS78, BKL18, Fle84, GZ87, KP78, BKG+08, DMVY17, GSX99, JKK+16, KKP+15, Lou07, OAB+18, PCG16, PNF+18, RBY+05].
modern [WMP+08]. modification [RDB15]. modifies [PNF+18].
Modula [DNR90, Sal92]. Modula-2 [DNR90, Sal92].
Modular [EHMO91, IvdS17, KN85, BKYV80, CV16, RP98]. modularity [SvdBV18]. module [AC18, PC15].
modules [BRT99, LMR93]. MOF [CCB15].
Moldable [CDGN15]. Monaco [PSW+13]. monitoring [IF18]. monotone [NN09].
morality [McK75]. Motion [CJ80, BC13]. motivation [Sc091]. movilog [MZC07].
MSC [Man01]. mud [Vai04]. MudPie [Vai04].
Multi [FFJ90, MOT84, ABL17, AMR18, DCA+15, DCA+16, KGS17, WHKK17]. multi-agent [ABL17, KGS17, WHKK17]. Multi-Display [MOT84]. multi-paradigm [DCA+15, DCA+16]. multi-platform [AMR18]. Multi-way [FFJ90].
Multicomputers [Geh82, SSB94]. multicore [FNRR16, HMHS18].
multi-dimensional [DLP07, ZT17]. multiparadigm [LP97, NL95, Pla91].
multiview [KKP+15]. multiway [CO89].
mutant [SMdsB09]. Mutation [BS85, GAGdL17]. mutual [FF90].
N [Led99c, CBTR18]. n-ary [CBTR18].
N-Tier [Led99c]. narrowing [CZ11, Han97].
natural [Run89]. need [Kes98]. neither
non-determinism [OM92]. non-deterministic [PRD02].
non-intrusively [MZC10]. non-programming [NPS17].
Non-repudiation [BC10].
Nondeterministic [Sal83, PGT+96].
Noninterference [AMF13, IF16].
nonterminal [Dem75, SH15]. nor [Tre00]. notation [SRT17, Wil80]. note
[Ano06b, Ano11b, Fel87]. notion [BW90].
NP [CIP+00]. NP-SPEC [CIP+00].
number [DK92]. numbers [Run89].
Numerical [Nag79].
Object [ACS96, BB91, GVvdP+01, GG82, LP97, PBDF12, AC17, BS18, DGU91, FM04, Ier93, IR95, KPN17, KS90, LCFA10, LDG09, MW96, NL95, RBY+05, YG93, dLZ12].
object-centric [LDG09]. object-models
[RB+05]. Object-oriented
[GVvdP+01, AC17, DGU91, FM04, Ier93, IR95, KPN17, KS90, LCFA10, MW96, NL95, YG93, dLZ12].
ojective [AC18]. objects
[CLSM96, KJTA17, LRB+11, Lus02, LB06, MW82, Rom95, YF98, DOZ06].
observation [FC18]. observer [Alj16].
Obtaining [HFW86]. Occam
[AMA97, AMA98, Fin88, Hul87, Tal93a].
OCL [CCB15, PNF+18]. Octave [AMR18].
offset [CAS99]. OmniBrowser [BDPW06].
on-the-fly [RDB15]. only [PNF+18]. onto
[FNRR16]. Ontological [PFH16].
ontologies [SNA18]. Open
[HH06, Led99e, Ban17, DK92]. OpenCL

Optimal [RS82, KR95, LRB+11, jLtCxH09, PRD02]. Optimisation [KA17, Sch75a, Sha75]. Optimisation [CG93, Dja88, WF99]. Optimizing [SS09, Sha80, Thi93, WF99, Sar94].

oracle [Guo16]. order [CAS08, Fal97, KH12, RW09, SvE16]. Orderly [AKPG02]. ordinary [MZC10].

Orientation [ACS96]. Oriented [BB91, CLM83, Nag80, ACZ05, AC17, BIMP17, CS16, CG93, CKM+18, DGU91, ESG16, FDH08, FM04, GVvdP10, GCH09, Ier93, IR95, KPN17, KS90, LCF110, MW96, NL95, RK18, RS94, VC15, YG93, dLZ12].

Orthogonal [CM06, Rot92]. other [Jos78]. outline [PGM84]. Over-exposed [VBDPM16]. Overloading [EL87, Ber11].

OWL [CBTR18]. Own [Zav86].

Package [Ree84]. packaging [PSW95]. Paisley [Zav86]. Papers [Ano07a, Ano07b].

ParaAJ [Alj16]. paradigm [DCA+15, DCA+16]. Parallel [Cia92, Cro79, Hoa75, KPP93, LCC07, LN86, PS94a, PS94b, Sch78, VS94, AD07, AJ93, AMR18, BAK89, BC13, CB93a, CM06, DLP07, EL07, HZ96, Lou07, MH07, Mic96, PLS10, URI02, VLC98, PG19].


parsing [BC88]. Parsing [Cel81, GFK81, LN86, BC93, BS92, Ber91a, Hor93, MS93, MPS90, PS94b, SM94, Sha75, Sli17, VS94, WBGM11]. parsing1 [RP98]. Partial [NS93, JD94, Lia92, RDT08]. partially [BCR11]. particular [ALS+18].

Partitioning [PS86, KK18, RP98, Yan00]. partitions [LR17]. partly [Fel87].

PASCAL [KY75, CM06, Fle84, Ten83, Was79]. Pascal-Like [Was79]. passing [MR04].


policies [IF18, MY17]. polyhedral [KG17].

Polymorphic [JL96, AMF13, KNW94]. polymorphism [DCB+17]. portable [RM93, ZGE85]. positive [GSP17].

PostScript [HV93]. power [CM75, RK93]. PPL [JM96, WDCL08]. Practical [CDGN15, HDN09, Rom97, Dai94, SM94].
practice [KGS17]. practices [CCB15].
pragmatic [Pai16]. PRAM [RS94].
PRAM-language [RS94]. Precise
[SSM10, LW75, Pai16]. predicates
[Cox93, Gan89b]. predicative [AMF13].
prediction [Lee05]. Preemption [HF87].
Preface [CK08, De 08]. Preference
[JM98]. Preliminary [MP85].
presentation [FT15, FT16]. preserving
[BRB07]. primitive [CCJ93].
primitive-based [CCJ93]. primitives
[AJ93]. priority [BW90]. private
[SC94]. probabilistic [SF89]. Problem
[PS86, TSF87, LfL00, PC78].
problems [CIP00]. Procedural
[Sym85, OWG93].
procedure [CG93, CHK93]. Procedures
[Geh80, Pag79, Abd75b, FF89, MS89].
process [AL85, MH07, PSW13, RK18,
RS94, SP18, WHKK17]. process-oriented
[RK18]. Processes [DH86, SBF80, YF83, yCH92, KJ12,
LLvdW87, PMK87, Tal93a]. Processing
[Led99e, AJ93, CM06, RH94, Tay96,
WDCLO8, ZLZ87]. Processor [HMHS18].
processors [BS92], producer [CAS08].
producing [CCJ93]. Product [FAMH17,
MAGD16, KR17, PMK88, SSS17].
product-line [PMK88]. production
[LBGA18]. Productions [FM80, Dem75].
profiling [BBRR12, Kha11]. Program
[BZ88, BS85, CDGM80, DK83, Fal97, PR10,
PS86, Sha81, SC87, Tze12, YD87, Zob93,
FO02, PRR12, PSW95, Rot92, Ste84, SSM10].
programmed [Seb89]. Programmer
[DNR90]. Programmer-defined [DNR90].
programmers [Sch76]. Programming
[ACS96, Ano07b, BCR11, BKS80, CG84,
Coo81, Cro79, CLM83, GAS17, GO88,
HM18, Hul87, LP16, MOT84, MMC16,
MB14, Ric16, RS87, Sym85, TSF87,
Abd75a, Abd75b, AAH95, AD07, ACZ05,
BT91, BDL82, BIMP17, Bry15, Bry16,
BW90, CBTR17, CGG89, CM75, CHS16,
CO98, Cia92, CG93, Coo98, CHHP91,
CRPP00, Fal97, Fri92, GR91, HB16, HHS90,
HG93, Hoa75, Hub85, Ier93, JM96, JD94,
KKG92, KNW94, LMR93, LP97, LfL00,
Li93, Lu07, Mal10, MRO03, MZ05, MW96,
MP00, ND77, NL95, NPS17, OK00, OM91,
PGM04, PSW87, RFP98, Rus87, SB04,
Sco91, Ste75, Su17, Tay96, URI02, VBS14,
Whi77, YG93, ZCM87, MMC15, MB13].
Programs [Fle86, GG82, KN85, LN91,
AG17, BJ90, BER00, CY02, CCJ93, CG96,
EL07, FC18, FNRR16, FO02, FF89, GG09,
HC96, HS03, IPF82, Jos78, LC02, MVT16,
MP17, NJL12, PMS15, PMS16, PLS10,
Rom97, SW77, Sar93, SF89, Thi93].
Prograph [MP85]. projects [GCH09].
Prolog [ACZ05, Anc13, CF88, Gan89a,
NH93, SNA18, Tal93b]. prone [Ban17].
Proof [Ric80, GSP17]. proofs
[BB77, Li93]. propagation [IvdS17].
properties [BSW15, BFPR04, UM17].
Proposal
[Car78, Fle84, Liu88, ACS96, BJS93].
Proposals [Ten83, BEL77]. Prosper
[LB89]. protected [PC15]. protection
[Jos78]. PROTOB [BB91]. protocols
[KKNS14]. prototyping
[CS16, CHHP91, DS93, FL01, HZ96, Hoo89,
LB89, Luq93, PJ91, WMP08]. provability
Har97]. provides [Coo98]. Providing
[MGLFCP12]. proving [Fru10, UM17].
pruning [BJ14]. Publication
[Ano09a, Ano10a]. Publisher
[Ano06b, Ano11b]. Pumba [Le99b]. pure
[NPS17]. Purely [MO83]. Purpose
[HR92]. pushdown [FTJM16].
QAS [KP78]. QoS [OOB18, PPK11].
QoS-enabled [PPK11]. QoS-MOS
[OOb18]. quadratic [AG17]. qualitative
[LW75]. quality [ACG18, BSW15, GHD18].
Quantitative [Liu88]. queries
[DK09, KA17]. Query
[BC84, CNGW09, MM82, PC85, BL92,
BLM93, BL99, HC12, KA17.
Query-By-Rule [PC85], querying [BRS90]. Question [KP78], queue [CAS08].
quicksort [SJW94, SSJB96].
race [CS03], ranking [UM17]. rapid [CHHP91, FL01, Luq93, WMP+08].
rapid-prototyping [WMP+08]. RASP [Dja88].
Re [GH07]. Re-scheduling [GH07].
reactive [PMS15, PMS16, PSW+13]. readable [Jos78, RTMRK18].
Rebeca [JKK+16]. recognition [PS94b].
recommender [PMK+18]. Reconciling [Ber11]. reconfigurable [PDK+09, PS94a].
reconfigurations [SMB15, SMB16].
Recording [SNP16]. recovery [HRS84, LCFA10]. recursion [FF90, Mor16, Thi93].
Recursive [Hor93, KK18, MS89, MPS90, SS09].
REDOSPLAT [RTMRK18]. Reducing [Ozt11]. reduction [DTXP13, Lee05].
reductions [Sis04]. Redundant [DH86, Pali6]. reference [CCGC12].
Refrinement [BJ14, MP17, KG17]. refinements [EL07]. reflection [GWDD06, RDT08].
Reflections [Fel87]. reflective [KA07]. Regime [LS84]. region [BGH13].
Register [CAC+81, Dha88, BM95, Dha90, Kes98, PS10, Zob93].
registers [VS95]. Regular [Anc13, PC78].
Relating [HC96]. Relational [BC84, BL92, BLM93, BMZM92, HHLv89, McL77].
relational-calculus [BL92]. relations [BRS90, CBTR18]. Relationship [SS79, DCA+15, DCA+16]. relationships [LW75, Sch75a]. relaxed [DMVY17].
Removing [Lia92]. rendezvous [CO89]. reordering [GG09]. repair [HRS84].
Report [MP85]. representation [CPD93, Ear75]. repudiation [BC10].
requirement [ABL17]. requirements [NM17, RTMRK18]. Resilient [ABG+05].
resolution [Rom97, Tay96]. Resource [CLM83, JM96, LCC07, jLtxh90].
resources [CBTR17]. responsive [HZ96, VBS+14]. restrictive [EL87].
Result [Geh80, WG83]. results [EvdSV+15]. retargetable [BDB90, Gan89a]. retrieving [CNGW09].
reusability [SvdBV18]. reusable [VS95].
reuse [CKM+18]. Reverse [LS84, Man01].
Richard [Led99d]. richer [CV14].
Ring [GDD12]. robust [CC15, CC16, KR17].
Rofail [Led99c]. Role [FM80].
Rule [CG96, PC85, CC95, YTC02].
Rule-based [CG96]. rules [CD82, FO10, GSP17, SNA18, VF82, Wii80].
Run [Joh81, Sar93, IF18, MRO03, SJW94].
Run-Time [Joh81, Sar93, IF18, MRO03, SJW94].
S [PB84]. Safe [Bon04, DCB+17, BC02, DSW05, KMLS15].
SafeGPU [KPN17]. Safety [GCH09, Dre96, Fru10, PMS15, PMS16].
SASL [Sar93]. SAwUML [OK18].
SC-SystemJ [PMS15, PMS16]. scalable [MST14, OAB+18]. SCAN [BAK89].
scenarios [ABS17]. scheduled [PS10].
scheduler [IF16]. scheduler-independent [IF16]. Scheduling
[Kes98, VS95, GH07, PLS10]. Schema
[CMM85]. scheme [LfL00, NH93, FFJ90, FF90, JL96, KS90, VSN+17, Wan92, WF99].
Scheme-based [KS90]. scientific [PT09].
scope [VF82]. scoped [FF90]. scopes [LfL00, NH93, FFJ90, JL96, KS90, VSN+17, Wan92, WF99].
SDAC [ZLZ+18]. SDL [Man01]. Seamless
[NM17]. search
[AC17, Ban17, FNRR16, Mal17]. search-based [Mal17].
sections [DLP15]. Secure
[Ano07b, ZTLM13]. Security
[BRB07, BCF02, BFPR04, CF02, MCC17, MY17, Kir02]. Segment
[Wad80]. selection
[Lus02, MC96, OM92]. selector
[RR99]. Semantic
[COH95, Fle84, Gao89b, Pag79, Tai79, BC93, Guo16, KH04, SB79, Wil80].
Semantics [BER00, BEH86, MB85, Pag78, Wil81, AM97, AMA89, AD07, BJ90, BG84, DLP15, DS93, GL95, JM96, KB75, LS94, Log99, Lou77, Mal93, OWG93, PC15, RS94, ZLZ+18]. semantics-directed [DS93]. semi [GSP17]. semi-algebraic [GSP17].
semistructured [CNGW09, DQ99]. sensitive [HWM13, IF18, NN17, SM94].
separation [FeI97]. Sequent [GO88].
SequenceL [Coo98]. Sequences
[GO88, WG83, Nil90]. Sequential [DH86].
Server
[Led99b, Led99a]. service
[CS16, ON8+18]. service-oriented [CS16]. Services
[PPK11, GH07, MZC07]. servicing
[OBGK02]. SESPOOL [ND77].
set [Jia88, PLS10, SK18]. sets [GSP17].
Shallow [Sam79, SA16]. shared
[BT91, OBGK02]. Sharing
[DMVD16, PLS10]. shell [GCH09]. Shellsort
[SJW94]. shortcomings
[EP89, PE88]. shot [AD07]. should [Sch76].
Side [IR95, CJD17]. Side-effect [IR95].
SIGPLAN [HB16]. Simple
[Abd75a, War78, FDH08, Tze12, CDGM80]. simplification [Han97]. SIMULA
[PGM84, Sch78]. Simulating [TKH99].
Simulation [Hoo87, Hoo89, KS90, Sal02]. single
[AD07, Den75, MGLFCP12, SIK09]. single-user [MGLFCP12]. singleton
[Alj16]. SIR
[FO02]. size [SJW94, SS09].
Skeleton
[AD07]. Skeleton-based
[AD07]. sketch
[RR99]. sketch-based
[RR99]. skipping
[KK18]. SL5 [Han78]. SLE
[CPP15]. SLIPS
[SS86]. slope [DKK18]. SMALLTALK
[GL95, AFG70, DOZ06, DDT06, GDD12, SD06]. SMALLTALK-80
[GL95]. smart
[SR94, SL96]. Snobol4
[GR93, Pag78]. Software
[CCRS18, CPP15, FAH17, HRW18, HR91, MAGD+16, RS83, RRel79a, RPB09, Zav86, AC17, AC18, Ban17, CBTR17, yCH92, CL89, ECB12, F010, Hoo99, HL08, KR17, KKG15, KS90, Mal17, OK18, RH18, Ri79b, SK14, SSS17, TBKG04, Znd06, ZP18, vOKF01].
Solmar
[BS78]. solution
[JLtC99, PC78, PSW+13]. solutions
[CJD17]. solve
[DP09]. Solver
[BKL18]. solving
[CI9+00, EP89, LfL00]. Some
[KB75, Ten83]. Sonar
[BS78]. Sons
[BDP08]. Source
[FF75, Ban17, GDD12, MTO5, SP16].
sources
[AdL18]. space
[OAB78, Ozt11]. Spaces
[ACS96]. sparse
[KHO14]. SPEC
[CI9+00, Ber91b]. Special
[ACG18, Bry15, Bry16, CPP15, DL17, DdLP17, GAS17, HM18, HB16, HR92, KGS17, LP16, ML96, MB13, MB14, Zuc04, CB93b, Lou07, SD06]. Special-Purpose
[HR92]. specialization
[dAC84, Kha10, Kha11]. specific
[BKG78, CJD17, CDG91, CSD16, ECB12, FF11, GAGL17, LDN18, MMC16, PLDG15, PSW+13, RTMRK18, SNA18, SvBV18, SA16, dV18].
[MMC15]. **Specification**

[BS85, IF16, Jal92, Orm83, Pag79, Ber91b, BMZM92, CIP+00, DGU91, GVvdP+01, GCH09, Hat91, HZ96, LB89, MY17, Nym95].

**specification-PEARL** [GCH09]. specified [BCR11]. Specifying [Wil81, CC95, Wil80]. Specifying [BCR11]. Specifying [Wil81, CC95, Wil80]. Specifying [Wil81, CC95, Wil80].

**specification**-PEARL [GCH09]. specified [BCR11]. Specifying [Wil81, CC95, Wil80]. Specifying [Wil81, CC95, Wil80]. Specifying [Wil81, CC95, Wil80].

**speeding** [KKG15]. **SPIN** [OK18]. **SPITBOL** [Tha77]. **Spy** [BBRR12]. **SQL** [Led99b, BRS90, KMLS15]. **SR** [CO89, FO02, HO90, MRO03]. **SR-like** [MRO03]. **SSA** [Pai16]. **stack** [SS09]. **STAPLE** [Ste75]. **State** [Pun01, ALS+18, DMV16, Tze12].

**Stateful** [BDNW08]. **Statement** [Car78, FF75]. **statements** [FF86, PNF+18]. **Static** [Bai86, HV93, Wil81, BC93, GBZ09, IF16, LR17, Pen05, PCG16, SIK09, Wil80].

Statistical [JKK+16, RD78]. Statistically [Bai86, HV93, Wil81, BC93, GBZ09, IF16, LR17, Pen05, PCG16, SIK09, Wil80]. Statistical [JKK+16, RD78]. Statistically [Bai86, HV93, Wil81, BC93, GBZ09, IF16, LR17, Pen05, PCG16, SIK09, Wil80].

**steps** [KY75]. stepwise [EL07]. Stochastic [Bar82]. store [Dha90]. stores [JD94].

**story** [WHKK17]. strategies [VF82]. strategy [CC93, HGC+09, RW90]. stream [CDW90, FNR16, Nil90]. streams [BJ93, FF90]. strict [Tre00]. strictness [SE16].

String [CF88, Liu88, BGH13, KB75]. strongly [YG93]. strongly-typed [YG93].

**Structural** [Sha80, MP17, Thi93].

**Structure** [Geh79, Ear75, PRD02, PSW95, Zob93].

**Structured** [CL78, Coh78, Her76, SC87, Bas75, Ste75, Sul75]. **Structures** [Fle78, Han78, YD78, FC18, HG93, JG89, YF98].

Structuring [CC93, Fle86, JO11]. studies [DKK18]. **Study** [Zav86, BMN+18, HC05, KR17, LC02, MKPW06, NPS17, SW77, Sar93, SJW94, SLS18, VBDPM16].

**studying** [VMD18]. **Style** [Pet78, PRR12, Fle86]. **stylesheets** [GGK+11]. sub [SS93]. subexpressions [RW90]. **Sublist** [Jay92]. **Subset** [Pag78]. substring [CB93a]. suite [DTXP13, OOB18]. **Supercombinator** [SK18]. supervenience [Rez12]. **Support** [An07b, BKSW09, FO02, Hoo89, LCFÁ10, RBY+05]. supported [Rod15]. Supporting [CG84, FT15, FT16, MZC07]. supports [Nil90]. survey [Cia92, HRS84, Rod15, Tal93b, ZP04]. swapping [PBDF12]. switched [AG17]. symbiosis [VMD09]. Symbolic [ALR15, GMMP89, CPD93, MF14, PNF+18]. symbols [Desh75]. SymGridPar2 [MST14].

**symmetry** [Sis04]. Symposium [Bry15, Bry16, MB13, MB14].

**Synchronisation** [MW96].

Synchronisation [DH86, OK10, YF83]. synchronous [MR01, MH70]. Syntactic [FM80, HRS84]. syntactical [PC78].

**Syntax** [Sha75, AMA97, Dai94, DP98, Her76, Nool85, RD78, ZGE85]. synthesis [AG17, CBTR17, HLO8, Man01, MS93].

Synthesizing [ABS17]. System [CDGM80, CMM85, KPS87, MZG85, Rid79a, CHHP91, DCA+15, DCA+16, DOG09, HSS88, HHS90, KS90, Mow01, MRO03, McL77, Pen05, Rish79b, SS93, Whi77, FF75].

**System/370** [FF75]. **Systematic** [SLS18, MAGD+16]. **SystemJ** [MSRG10, PMS15, PMS16]. **Systems** [ANO7a, BB91, Bar82, BGMT82, Cro79, Hul87, Orm83, Spr79, AC17, ABL17, BGH13, BGM+18, BMN+18, DGU91, DPP10, Dre96, GMMP89, HZ96, HLO8, JPB+08, KGS17, MRO03, MRO4, ND77, PM01, PMS16, PMK+18, PGT+96, SRRB10, WHKK17, ZTLM13, ZP04].

**tables** [Li96]. **Tailorable** [Zdu06]. **Taking** [LDG09]. TaKo [MGLFC12]. **target** [PCB+18]. targets [Buf17]. Task [CMM85, MZG85, PLS10]. **tasking** [GSX99]. Technique [Cel81, Sha81, KHO14, RR99]. Techniques [Spr79, DP98, Dha88, Dre96, FW87, KR98, Mal17]. technology [MLW05, PT09].

**Telegram** [TSF87]. template [SLS18].
template-based [SLS18]. Temporal [KJTA17, BL99, FL01, UM17]. Terminal [MOT84, TC81]. termination [Tal93a].
terms [NH93]. Test [CD81, ABS17, DTXP13, Guo16]. test-suite [DTXP13]. Testing [BS85, Ric80, Was79, Ja19, SRT17]. Text [Ree84, ZA87, AA89, MB75, SRT17, Thi92].
text-based [SRT17]. Thank [Ano17]. their [BDNW08, Dre96, Mal17, OK18]. Theory [Fle78, PS86, KGS17, SS92].
thread [DLP15]. threading [Li96]. threads [VMD09]. Three [War78].
time-based [BLM93]. Timed [HF87, JKK16]. timetabling [RTMRK18].
tolerant [CL89]. Tony [Led99c]. too [EL87]. tool [DCA15, DCA16, FL01, OOB18].
toolbox [AMR18]. Tools [Zav86, BDPW08, GDD12, Hor17, PRR12, RH94, SRT17, WD04]. top [Bu17].
top-level [Bu17]. trace [HWM13, Log09, PC15, VMD18].
trace-based [VMD18]. track [Bry15, Bry16, MB13, MB14]. tracking [Kur02]. trait [CDW09]. trait-based [CDW09].
Traits [CDW09, BDNSW08, CV16]. Transactional [RN09, CM11]. Transformation [Sha81, ALR15, DDT06, Kha11].
transformational [SMdB90]. transformations
[BSSW15, ESG16, Pen14, PR10, Sar94].
Transforming [GGK11]. Transition [CF79]. transitions [ALS18]. Translating [MO83]. Translation [MT82, CY815, SIK09]. Translator [SM89]. transmission [Sch75b].
transparent [IF18, MGLFCP12].

Transputers [SS93]. Trapezoid [CCF15].
tree [DBB90, KG17, Mal93].
tree-manipulation [Mal93]. trees
[HT13, LRB11, Li96, Noo85, VS95].
Trends [LP16, HM18]. Tuple [ACS96].
Two
[BEH86, GZ87, Pag79, FT15, FT16, ZP18].
two-dimensional [FT15, FT16].
Two-Level [BEH86, Pag79]. two-phase
[SP18]. TXL [CHHP91]. Type [FC18, PS86, Bai90, BGH13, CCT08, FW87, Fru10, dOG09, Ier93, JL96, KMLS15, KDM03, MS93, MP92, Nii90, Pen05, SM94, ZCM17].
type-checking [CCT08, Ier93, JL96, MS93].
type-safe [KMLS15]. type-sensitive
[SM94]. typed [Ber11, CGGC12, YG93].
Types
[Bai87, Fle84, GZ87, BRB07, BMZM92, Fis88, HDN09, Ja92, JO11, SVE16].
typing
[BC02, GBZ09, KWW94].
ubiquitous [HL08]. UML
[AB83, GCH90, OK18, PCG16, PNF18].
UML-based [OK18]. UML/OCL
[PNF18]. Unanticipated [RT08, WD04].
unbounded [Nii90]. Undecidability
[Geh80]. undecidable [CS93].
Understander [NB84]. unexpected
[DG94]. Unified [Lus02, FHH08, Rod15].
Uniform [DSW05, CL97, PS10]. unifying
[Ber1a, GDD12]. unit [SRT17]. Units
[Geh77]. UNITY [RM93].
University [NB84]. unning [KA17]. untrusted
[FO10]. updates [HV94]. Updating
[CCRS18]. Usability [BAG18, MM82].
usage [PS10]. Use
[Ken78, MO83, AL85, RT18, Thi92, BAG18].
Use-Definition [Ken78]. USE-ME
[BAG18]. used [Sli17]. User
[WHKK17, LGIA18, MGLFCP12].
User-story [WHKK17]. users [NPS17].
Using [BC84, CDF18, FL87, Pag79, Wad80, WF78, Alj16, ABS17, BZ88, BDB90, Bou04, BC13, BKG108, BC10, CV16, CDGN15,
REFERENCES

CNGW09, Dha88, Dha90, GVvdP+01, GMMP89, KMLs15, LDN18, OK18, PM18, PCB+18, RBY+05, SSS17, SNP16, WD04. usually [Dha90]. Utility [jLtCxH09]. Utility-driven [jLtCxH09]. Utilizing [BS78].

validation
[CYS+15, CSdl16, GHD18, PNF+18]. value [dACSAP14, IF18, Kha11, Sch75].
value-sensitive [IF18]. values [Nil90].
variability [FAHC17, SSS17, SP18].
verifiable [BKYV80]. Verification [DL17, Was79, CD82, DMVY17, DKK18, EHM091, GHD18, HL08, KG17, PCG16, PNF+18, SMB15, SMB16]. Verifying [BGH13, BFPB04, PMS15, PM16, vOKF01]. versa [GGK+11]. Version [Man78]. Very [Tuc75, CCJ93, Sch75b, Sch75a]. via [CBTR17, CAC+81]. vice [GGK+11].
Vienna [KPP93]. view [Coo98, LDG09, SB79]. viewing [FL92].
viewpoint [Tuc75]. Views [SS79, MKP06, TBKG04]. visibility [BDNW05]. visibly [PTJM16]. Visual [FL01, Led99c, CDF18, MP00, SRT17, AMA97, AMA98]. Visualising [LLvdW+01]. visualization [Hor17].
visualization/analysis [Hor17]. visualizing [vOKF01]. VMCAI’03 [Zuc04]. Volume [Ano02d, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano06c, Ano99, Ano00, Ano01b].


Y2K] [Led99d]. Younger [Man78].
Z [PE88]. Zero [GBZ09].
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